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Be careful: the look of hackers on your Facebook page, however, these caution 

If you are running your business by creating pages on social media i.e. Facebook, be 

careful because hackers can hack your page through base card and loot them. Not 

only that, you may have to pay a heavy amount in return. The Chairman of the ICCA 

claimed that this hacker’s gang is making many victims of many people every day. 

 

The details of the Aadhaar card number are given by the Facebook team. 
Chancellor Chancellor of ICAA Indian Cyber Army said that these days a hacker’s gang 

has become active in cyber world. People of this gang first take full information about 

businessmen. Calling him after calling him a member of the Facebook team, he has 

requested for the details of updating the Aadhar card. 

 

Such hacks make Facebook page, then asks for ransom 
Chhiti Chaudhary told that after calling the Facebook team herself, after taking the 

details of Aadhaar card hackers attack the business page of the Facebook page. Here, 

hackers take possession of it by asking OTP over mobile to change the admin. After 

this, the hackers are demanding a huge amount of money in leaving the page. 

 

From Delhi's many businesspeople, the model has made its prey 
The cyber expert said that this gang has so far made many victims of NCR 

businessmen and model girls including Delhi as their prey. He claimed that he has 

complained about some such model and many showroom operators of Cunat Place, 

whose Facebook page is in possession of the hackers and demanding ransom from 

them. 

Use these caution 

   -Do not trust the person on Facebook team or other social media member 

   -Any card can be given to anyone from your base when the call arrives 

   -Do not click or share links sent by an unknown person. 

   -The right of the Administrator to not give any unknown and unbelieving person. 
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